Solution Brief :: Contract Lifecycle Management

We Know Healthcare.
It’s Time You Knew MediTract CLM.
MediTract CLM is the only patented, healthcare-specific CLM solution
designed to centralize, standardize, and optimize the contract lifecycle.
Our solution increases transparency and collaboration throughout the
contract lifecycle, resulting in improved productivity and accountability.
Use it to securely manage all your contracts in a centralized database,
create custom workflows by contract type, and remain compliant with
changing healthcare regulations.

Healthcare Contracting Is Complex.
Your Solution Doesn’t Have To Be.
• Centralize all contracts into a single, searchable repository.
• Gain total control over all contract phases, including initiation,
review, approval, renewal, amendment, and termination.

• Ensure compliance at every stage of the contract lifecycle process.
• Proactively identify contracts with unfavorable terms before they renew.
• Reduce provider contracting cycles and capture potentially lost revenue.

Contract Library
Store and manage contracts
from a single environment and
obtain a comprehensive view of
all business arrangements.

Permissions Engine
Ensure that the right person takes
the right action at the right time.
Restrict access based based upon
your unique business rules.

Workflow Manager
Eliminate bottlenecks, standardize
decision-making, and create
transparency and accountability in
every phase of a contract’s lifecycle.

“The greatest benefit
to us is the speed
and ease of use of
the MediTract CLM
solution. We have
greater accountability
and control of our
contracts and actually
have to spend far less
time looking for and
reviewing them.”
Associate General Counsel,
MultiCare Health System

Authoring Tools
Redline edits and track
conversations, standardize
contract language, and accept
electronic signatures.

How Can We Help You?
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– Laird Pisto,
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The Only Patented CLM Solution in the Healthcare Industry
MediTract CLM is designed, developed, and supported by healthcare experts to simplify and manage the
complex regulatory demands of healthcare contracting. Our team partners with you to define and streamline
workflows, integrate real-time contract data with external systems, and ensure your organization understands
how to mine valuable business insights from its agreements.

Greater Efficiency
Establish and maintain
consistent contracting
processes, increase contract
throughput, and gain
total control over contract
initiation, review, negotiation,
approval, signature,
renewal, amendment, and
termination.

Easier
Collaboration

Auto-Renewal
Management

Increase transparency and
collaboration throughout
the life of the contract.
Engage all stakeholders
in automated, permissionbased workflows.

Proactively identify
and manage expiring
contracts with unfavorable
terms before they
auto-renew.

Better Compliance
Create controllable
and repeatable
permission-based
workflows to ensure
compliance at every
stage of the contract.

A True Partnership
TractManager’s team of healthcare experts will help you take full advantage of MediTract CLM.
We offer these services tailored to meet your specific needs:

• Customized Training. Personalized, intensive training
through a variety of delivery modes.

• Process Development/Improvement. Experts help you
modify your workflows to meet organizational needs.

• Database Cleanup. Our experts clean your data—analyzing, mapping,

and adjusting inconsistent data—before it’s migrated to MediTract CLM.

• System Administration. We keep MediTract CLM configured and maintained
to the specifications you need to remain productive and compliant.

• ERP Integration. Experts help you easily integrate MediTract CLM with
external ERP, HR, and other IT systems.

Extend Your Solution

Manage your contracts and your provider onboarding together. TractManager’s Provider Management solutions
integrate with MediTract CLM to support health systems with technology-enabled provider onboarding solutions
including provider contracting, credentialing, enrollment, and privileging. Integrated provider contracting and
provider onboarding solutions expedite speed to value for your revenue cycle.

To learn more, visit www.tractmanager.com.
TractManager empowers the unsung heroes who make healthcare organizations run, with insights
and technology that lead to smarter decisions. From improved sourcing decisions, to compliant
contract lifecycle management, to credentialing and provider management, we help people run
their healthcare systems at peak efficiency, with minimal risk. And when that happens, something
pretty wonderful happens — patients receive better care.
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